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First of several articles describing recent 

circlIit "eve/op",ents designed to overcoII,e effects 

of leakage reactance in Olltput tralls/orlllers: the 

basic McIntosh unity-coupled output circuit 

A
MODERN high-fidelity power 

amplifier must be designed for 
minimum distortion, high peak 
power output for wide dynamic 

range, high efficiency for economical 
operation and high power sensitivity to 
develop the desired output with com
paratively low driving voltages. Push
pull operation is universally used to 
cancel even-harmonic distortion. Class 
AB1- or AB"..operated beam-power out
put tubes are used for efficiency and 
power sensitivity. A class-ABl ampii
fier is biased and driven so plate ccr
rent flows for considerably more than 
180 0 and somewhat less than 360 0 of 
the input cycle. Class-AB:I amplifiers 
are biased as for class-ABl operation 
but are driven harder so the grid goes 
positive for a small part of the input 
cycle. In both cases the tubes are alter
nately driven to cutoff during a small 
part of the input cycle. 

The output transformer of a high
fidelity amplifier must have a large 
heavy core and a great number of pri
mary turns for good low-frequency re
production. The shunt capacitance of 
the primary must be low for good per
formance at frequencies above about 
3 kc. Unfortunately, shunt capacitance 
increases rapidly as the number of pri
mary turns is increased so high-fre
quency response falls off. Thus, any 
effort to increase the range at the low 
end results in a reduction in response at 
the high end. 

Negative feedback is frequently used 
t(l flatten and inCl"eaRe the frequency 
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age is taken from the secondary wind
ing of the output transformer-as in 
most amplifiers-the amount of feed
back is limited by the amount of phase 
shift caused by capacitive reactance of 
the load and ftux leakage and distri
buted capacitance of the windings. One 
method of increasing the transformer 
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Fig. I-A basic push-pull circuit show
inK the equivalent leakage inductance. 

bandwidth while bolding phase shift to 
tolerable levels is to use a very large 
core that permits good low-frequency 
output with comparatively few turns 
on the primary. Such transformers are 
seldom practical from an engineering 
or economic standpoint. 

Leakage inductance and reactance 
In a transformer of conventional 

design not all tbe lines of force pro
duced by cOrrent in one half of the 
primary cut the turns in the other half. 
The ftux lines not coupled to the other 
half of the coil nTodtJ('p II rOl1ntpr-p.mf. 

producing them. In transformers this 
stray inductive effect is called leakage 

. inductance. 
Leakage inductance has the same ef

feet as a separate inductor in series 
with each half of the coil and its plate. 
Fig. 1 shows a basic push-pull circuit 
with leakage inductance shown in 
dashed lines. ThiB is the direct result 
01 insufficient coupling between the 
halves 01 the primary winding. 

At frequencies above 2 or 3 kc (de
pending on the transformer) the out
put waveform is distorted by a notch 
(Fig. 2) caused by sharp changes in 
total plate current as one tube is driven 
to cutoff. The abrupt change in plate 
current causes the leakage inductance 
to induce a counter-e.m.f. that produces 
this notch in the output waveform. In 
other words, when the tube cuts off. 
the leakage inductance generates a 
current that flows h the same direction 
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